You could start saving money & earning cash rewards on medical services today!

Where you go for care matters.
You may earn cash rewards when you choose to save with Member Rewards on select medical services.

TAKE OUR CARD

Take a Benefits Value Advisor
Call the Customer Service number on the back of your ID card
Go to bcbsil.com and log in to Blue Access for Members

Member Rewards
160 Chubb Avenue
Suite 301
Lyndhurst, NJ 07071
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Here's how it works

SHOP
GO
EARN

Welcome to Member Rewards
Member Rewards gives you the ability to potentially earn cash when you shop for medical services.
Welcome to Member Rewards

Now, you can get medical services at a cost-effective location and may even earn a cash reward of up to $500!

Where you go for care matters.

Did you know that prices for the same medical services, such as MRIs, CT scans, lab tests and more, can differ by thousands of dollars? As a part of your health plan, you and your eligible dependents can start using Member Rewards today.

Simply contact a Benefits Value Advisor (BVA) to help you shop for medical care, save on out-of-pocket costs and earn cash rewards for the choices you make. Or log on to Blue Access for Members and use Provider Finder to search online.

You probably look for value when shopping for all kinds of items and services. Why not for medical services?

Here’s how it works:

• When your doctor recommends a procedure, Member Rewards can help you identify a cost-effective location where you can have it performed.
• Search for any Member Reward-eligible procedures up to the day of service. Complete your selection prior to receiving the service.
• The Member Rewards administrator, Vitals, will verify the location and mail any cash reward you earned to your home within several weeks after your procedure.

Now, you can get medical services at a cost-effective location and may even earn a cash reward of up to $500!

Get started today and begin earning rewards.

1. SHOP

When your doctor recommends a procedure, use Provider Finder to view locations where it can be performed.

2. GO

Have your procedure at the location of your choice. You can earn rewards on routine services such as ultrasounds and mammmograms, tests such as certain routine services and CT scans and procedures like knee, shoulder and hip surgery.

3. EARN

Once your procedure or test is complete and your claim is paid, a reward check is mailed to your home. No forms. No hassles. It’s that easy.

Call a BVA:

Call a BVA at the Customer Service number on the back of your ID card. Your BVA offers expert assistance about your options that may show you the best value and earn a cash reward.

Online:

Go to bcbsil.com, log in to Blue Access for Members and click on Find Doctor or Hospital to shop.